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About This Game

As a ninja you will need to be always hiden in the shadows, your objective is simple:

Escape the evil facility from a company that is trying to conquer the world, the Polo Jocos, is an evil facility founded by one of
the worst man ever encountered, the evil Mr Tinger Ninger.

He is building a new chemical that will affect humanity on the worst way ever possible, he plan to use his chemicals to sell it in
the Black Market and then extend his empire even more.

You as a hero, entered in the facilities to get this chemical, steal the formula of it and put an end to the Mr Tinger Ninger evil
empire!
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The only reason I'm recommending this is basically 2 reasons:
1) Achievements for just screwing around in the game
2) It's a break from other online games which can get toxic after a while.

If you have the money to buy this on sale, then do that rather.
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